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The student newspaper of The College of Wooster

campus
for the weekend
Little Sibs visit

KIM DOUGLASS
Voice News Editor

This weekend is "LilUe Sibs"
weekend at the College of Wooster. when just over 100 younger siblings between the ages of five
and eighteen will visit the campus. The activities for Wooster
students and their siblings arc being sponsored by the Student
Alumni Association, Student Activities Board and the Admissions
Office.

Between 4 pm and 7 pm on

Fri-

day afternoon siblings will be able

to register for the weekend's
events. Vans will be running all
afternoon to and from the airport
to transport siblings. Friday night
SAA will be sponsoring a movie
and snacks in Luce
room. SAB will sponsor the
comedian Sam Simon who 'will
be performing that night in the
Underground, and there will be a
multi-purpo- se

u
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Voice Editor

red pin special in Scot Lanes.
Saturday. SAA will serve a
continental breakfast and show cara.m. and 11-- 3
toons from 2
will be.
Individual
dorms
p.m.
activities.
own
sponsoring their
The admissions office will be
holding interviews and tours all
day Friday and Saturday. They are
' holding a seminar on Saturday
You Ever Wanted
College
Applications
KnowAboul
to
But Were Afraid to Ask."
Saturday afternoon, SAB will-- '
sponsor a marionette show. Rumple slil skin, by the Piper Puppets.
They are also showing the movie
The Little Mermaid and the live
reggae band from Cleveland,
Earth Force will be playing Saturday night at the Underground.
Sunday, church services will be
held at Westminster Church, and
vans will be returning siblings to
the airport at noon.
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Affairs Lisa Ostermueller, who
will serve in these positions for
1991-9as well as three members
of Campus Council with the task
of reviewing all of the SGA guidelines by the second GA meeting of
next year.
Amy Dana, a candidate for president who was disqualified, and
Ann Schmitz, a member of the
special election committee sent
disputes to the GA concerning the
election held last week.
Dana's name was taken off the
ballot by the special election committee after one of her posters was
found in Lowry unsigned which is
in violation of the publicity guidelines. Tansey was also disqualified by the committee for the same
offense, but appealed to the Cabinet and was- placed back- - on the
ballot.
Tansey maintained that the deci
1,

The results for the second election for the office of treasurer have
been invalidated by the General Assembly of the Student Government
In an emergency
Association.
meeting held Sunday night, the
GA voted to hold new elections for
treasurer next fall.
The fall elections will be held to
fill the office of secretary as well
as treasurer. All students will be
eligibile to run for either position.
Rachel Tansey was the winner of
the second election.
Robb DeGraw, the winner of the
second election for president, has
been confirmed as the SGA presiThe GA
dent for 1991-199of
charged DeGraw,
n
McTier-naMichael
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Acadmic
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Cheers for men's lacrosse

"

group of jubilant students react to what would be Woosters last goal of Saturday's men's
warm weather brought out a slew of Wooster fans. Despite the
lacrosse game. The short-live- d
more
support of the fans, the Scots lost to the Ohio State Buckeyes. Check the sports pages for
details about the game and other sports action, (photo by Krista Hicks.)
A

Second election for SGA treasurer
invalidated; new election to be held
AMY HOLLANDER

ST

ISA
in fall

elects new leaders

KEN NYBERG
.

Voice Production Assistant

mented that "obviously I am very
excited" about having been elected
to VP. Wijesekera said that "We
hope to be very active next year,
and I will do as best a job as I
can."

While the controversial SGA
elections were being held once and
even twice just after Spring Break,
International Student Associa-- .
the new officers of another organization quietly began their work for lion has about 30 members in
1
the coming year. On February 20, good standing, out of 12 internacampus.
The
tional students on
the International Student AssociaAbeytion elected Devinka Abeysinghe new ISA President, Devinka
as President, Elora Chowdhury singhe. said that "If this organization is to survive on campus, we
Vice President, Nirvan Wijesekera
the support of the internationKumashiro,
need
Treasurer and Taka
The organization is
a
Kumashiro,
students.
al
Secretary. Except for
It is their voice on
them.
for
sophomore who began his second there
"
year as Secretary of ISA, the new this campus." In order for that
above any procedure, commented
voice to be heard, there has to be a
Belmont. Later in the meeting officers were all
strong student body behind the orThey replaced President Akshita
she added that she "follows bylaws
Gandhi, VP Mailhri Jayasekera and ganization, Abeysinghe explained,
to a T."
Exand added that "I know that the
During the emergency meeting, Treasurer Ann Schmitz on the
orpresent international students have
highest
the
Committee,
GA Representative Galen Gaardcr ecutive
the potential to give this backing."
made a motion to abolish the gan of ISA.
When she was asked about her
The new Executive Committee
SGA and return it to the body that'
for the coming year, the new
goals
founded the SGA to reorganize the held their first meeting with the
Thursstudent government. The motion ISA General Assembly on
sec ISA: page 2
com
Chowdhury
4.
April
day,
failed.
sion of the election's committee
was too harsh and that in the first
election candidates had not been
disqualified for not signing publicity but just given a warning.
In her dispute Dana questioned
the actions of SGA President Jennifer Belmont. Belmont denied
any motives of revenge and said
that she' had to vote according to
her own consciousness and not
"I
consider the repercussions.
standards
moral
place my own

first-year- s.
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wNEWSNew program housed

in? Avery

There will be a new program
house on campus next yean Avery
House, located on Siibbs Street,
right behind Luce IlalL The focus
of the program will be the design
house, affiliated with the GoLard
f student writings and
magazine
visual art. According to Director
of Housing Elizabeth Rea. The
house was recently bought by the
College arK W'M be prepared for

--

Hooters to hit Wooster for

sponsored

big-nam-

KELLI S. HOLMES

The College

of Woostcr is presenting an Earth
Day Celebration featuring The
Hooters in concert Sunday. April
28. The concert is part of .the
Wayne County Earth Day Cclcfcca-tio- n
and will be held at 8 p.m. in
the Physical Education Center. A
portion of the proceeds from each
ticket will be donated to environmental efforts in the local Woostcr
area.
The Hooters arc a five member
band based in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania and have toured with such
artists as Bryan Adams. Don Hen-IcSqueeze. Lovcrboy and the
Outfield. The group combines the
sounds of traditional and folk rock
using the mandolin, recorder, accordion, dulcimer and the
--

y.

ever-prese-

nt

"hooter"

(mclodica) to create their unique

ISA

:

SAB

concert

e

sound.
to solve the global ecological criThe idea for the concert originatsis while having a fun time doing
ed in a Student Activities Board it!"
meeting last fall after numerous
The event is open to all memstudents commented on the need bers of the College community, as
for a
well as the general public. There
act to perform on
advanced
campus. A committee of students will be a special three-da- y
and administrators began researchsale of tickets for students at the
ing the possibilities- - and choae lhq
pricetJromAr7ApTh)15T
Hooters because they received the through ' Wednesday," April 17.
surTickets may be purchased on these
most votes in a campus-wid- e
days in the lobbies of Lowry Cenvey of available groups. After
weeks of contract negotiations, the ter and Kittrcdge dining hall. After
April 17, ticket price increases to
April 28 date was chosen and
members of the committee began S3 for students and $10 for all oth- working on concert preparations.
xrs and will be available through
the Lowry Center Director's Office
The committee includes constitor by phoning 216263-206uents of various campus organizations, including the environmental
David Fricke of rock music's
group known- - as ECOS premiere maganncjtoUing Stone ,
(Environmental Concerns of Stuclaims. "The Hooters have made
airwave magic with rather uncon- - .
dents). ECOS President Hank
Moore encourages all students to vcniional ingredients." Watch for
support the event. According to more "Hooters Updates," and come
Moore, "Attending the concert is a experience the magic on April 28.
great way to support local action
.

Special io the Voice

trademark

House

nology poses." The members will
student occupancy over the sumIn
mer.
the fall the house will fit provide maintenance for the Luce
five people, maybe more."
Hall computers, the computers
The people most responsible for they will be using for their proinstigating this program house arc gram.
The house will similarly be arr
Constance Paras, director of the
program, and John McCnxy, newacademic program, in that all of
ly reelected editor of the GoUard .
the residents will bring with them
OfAs outlined for the Housing
talents and interests in namely
fice, the members will focus upon writing and an. In this way, the
the new technology of desk top program members hope to
publishing, and on "exploring the "enhance one another's academic
experiences."
new ways of thinking this tech

KIM DOUGLASS
Voice Newt Editor

It's now official:

-

"big-nam-

.

Junior Jennifer Spilburg has been named the new president of
the Wooster Volunteer Network, (photo by Dan Stefaniuk)

New WVN board to

coordinate volunteerism
,

e"

2.

--

--

TO THF VQTfT-

SPFCTAT.

-

Jenn Spilburg 'ancf Elizabeth
Kirkpatrick have been elected presrespectiveident and
vice-preside-

nt

ly of the Woostcr Volunteer NetThe
work for the year 1991-9other members of the executive
board are Beth Garrison - chair of
the transportation department, Eri-k- a
Pocthig - chair of finance, Meg
Farrar and John OToole crchairs
of public .relations, and Amy
Christncr-sccrctarJason Glcason
will lead the service in the curriculum project while Fritz Nelson
will serve as the community
2.

--

y.

lia-so- n.

Many new projects were started
this year such as Service in the

Curriculum., This includes helping
9ejKarue1csdtakirjg field trips,
'SQch as the'lirbah economics trip
and the "urban plunges" sponsored
by Intcrfaith Council.
The' Network has grown this
year under the leadership of intern
Chris Drake. The elimination of
his position for next year has
caused great concern in the WVN,
who hope this loss will not impair
the success of the Network. Drake
commented that this year has been
especially productive, despite the
fact that all the officers are graduating in May. "We've learned that
well have to mix the officers with
people from all classes in the future to make for an easier transition."

New officers hope to plan conference

miliar with international students'
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
cultural background. Therefore.1
president said that her first priority Abcysinghe said, it is "up to the
would be to "rebuild the organizainternational sluticnu to take the
tion, to revitalize it. I want the orinitiative" to contact.
ganization to address the needs and
The new officers of the ISA
concerns of the international stuhave planned a variety of activities
dents." She also emphasized the for 1991-9Among them are
need for ISA to interact more with presentations on countries and inother organizations on campus "to ternational issues,
build an understanding between in- of campus events to a higher' deternational and American stugree than before, and publishing of
dents." Many American students a magazine with poetry, short stofind it difficult to approach internaries and pictures. Also, the Executionals, since they do not know tive Committee hopes to publish
what to expect, and often are unfa Ministries, a brochure with infor
2.

co-sponsor- ing

mation on a country or a region of
the world, once a month. For the
members of the organization, the
new officers plan to give out a
newsletter once every three weeks
with news of events in the interna-- ,
tional community at Wooster.
"Also. I hope to organize a conference for international students
from other colleges." Abcysinghe
said. She expressed a strong wish
for more participation from American students, and said that ISA
might cooperate with an already
existing companion program on
campus so that incoming interna

tionals will have American companions during their first weeks at
Woostcr.
Another project that the new
president wants to carry out next
. year is a radio spot on WCWS.
' the College radio station, featuring
interviews with faculty and students and discussions concerning
international issues.
Abcysinghe also said that in the
coming year, more responsibility
will be shifted down to committee
chairs from the Executive Committee, and she expressed great
confidence in her colleagues on the

Executive Committee. "I can
count on the Executive Committee to do a good job in the ISA
next year. I know ISA will be
great next year, and I welcome all
students to give their active support," she concluded.
Anyone interested in becoming
involved in International Student
Association is welcome to the
General Assembly Meetings every
other Thursday in Babcock main
lounge. The next General Meeting
will be held on Thursday, April
18. at 9:00 pjn. in Babcock.
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Flagbuming

in

itary victory in the Gulf War,
Special to the Voice
rushed to condemn the act as unpatriotic.
A professor at the University of
Three days after Gcrson burned
Wisconsin at River Falls setoff a the flag, 300 students gathered at
firestorm of protest when he Wisconsin's Student Center to
American flag sing the "Star Spangled Banner."
burned a four-inc- h
governMarch 14 for his first-yeLater they chanted "USA" in the
halls of the building where Germent class.
y
Students said visiting Prof.
son's class is held.
A week after the student protest,
Gcrson pulled the stunt to
'
generate class discussion about the Wisconsin stale Sen. Marvin Ro- -'
U.S. Supreme Court 1990 ruling shell asked University. of Wiscon-- .
that burning the American flag is sin System President Kenneth
legal under the U.S. Constitution.
Shaw to dismiss or punish Gcrmad,"
said son.
"It kind of made me
r
stuBridget Downey, a
"I would strongly suggest that
dent in Gcrson's class, "but I think ihc University of Wisconsin systhat's what he wanted to do. It tem return assistant visiting Prowas a very good teaching tool."
fessor Jeffcry Gcrson to wherever
While most of Gerson's students, he came from with full instrucDowney said, defended the flag tions never to return to the system
burning as a meaningful teaching in any capacity," Roshell said in
tool, other students and politithe letter.
cians, in the flush of the U.S mil- Roshell is sponsoring a bill that
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

ar

Jcf-fer-

:--

-'

first-yea-

--

the Heartland

burning
would add an anti-fla- g
the
Constitution.
to
amendment
Gcrson was not the first to burn
a flag for a class.
In September, 1989, Carolyn
Marvin, a communications professor at the University of Pennsylvania, burned a regulation-size- d
American flag for her class on the
history and theory of freedom of
expression.

-

Marvin burned the flag at the
same lime the U.S. Congress was
considering a bill' that would
burning. ; ;
"I wanted to give students a
deeper way
chance ta think-in-about this issue," ihe explained.
While there was some protest
over Marvin's actions, there were
no demonstrations like the one in
Wisconsin, which may have been
a result of Gcsoii's timing with
respect to the war, Marvin said.
She doesn't regret burning the
out-lawfl-

ag

'

a

ued.
Tiut in a "personal statement,
Wisconsin Chancellor Gary
chastised Gcrson, calling
his methods "offensive and insensitive.
"In my opinion. Professor Gerson's action was that of a faculty"
member with little teaching experience who did not, unfortunately,
discuss his methodology with his
more experienced faculty peers and
colleagues," Thibodcau said.
Political science department
chairman Richard Brynildscn concurred that, had Gcrson discussed
burning a flag before class, Brynildscn would have told him that
they were in "a part of the world
where it would generate a lot of
heat."
On the other had, he added,
"there's no way in. the world I
would have told him not to do it."

flag, but Marvin said she wouldn't
do it again because "it isn't an issue right now."
Flags, however, are an issue.
Both the University of Maryland
at College Park and Cornell University had to modify rules in recent months to allow patriotic students to display American flags
from their dorm windows.
In March, Harvard students

--

Thi-bodc-

to
wrote .letters and held "cat-ins- "
provocaprotest a dorm resident's
tive display of a Confederate flag,
which university president Derek
Bok officially "deplored" but said
was "consistent with established
First Amendment standards."

Similarly, Wisconsin officials
conceded that Gcrson "had every
right "to bum the flag, said Mark
Kindcrs, Director of the system's
News Bureau.
"Gerson has absolute academic
freedom on this," Kinders contin

au

Yearbooks missing at colleges across the nation
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

Students at Long Island University's C.W. Post campus arc trying to solve the mystery of the vanishing yearbook.
...
And until the yearbook, or at
least the proofs, are found, there
will be no chronicle of C.W.
school year.
Post's 1989-199- 0
Meanwhile, students at other
schools also have lost or risk losing their yearbooks, but for much
less mysterious reasons.
"I don't think students are very
interested in yearbooks. I personally don't think yearbooks are going to survive much longer," said
Oro Bull, director of student publications at the University of Arizona.
Because of decreased sales and
increased printing costs, Arizona's
lost $35,000 and is
yearbook
in danger of being dropped alto.

gether.

"They administrators tell me to
make it work. We're trying everything we can think of," Bull said.
Other schools that may lose
their yearbooks include Oklahoma
State University and the universities of Oklahoma and Washington.
The University of Nebraska

dropped its yearbook last year.

"It's a trend across the United
States," Bull asserted.
"The trend is there is no trend,"

replied Tom Rolnicki, executive
director of the Associated Student
Press and National Scholastic

Press Association,

had been mailed to the printer.

Earlier this year, Nastasi told
current yearbook editor Lori Rizzo
the proofs were in her mother's
bowling locker.
In March, Nastasi told the Pioneer, the campus paper, the proofs

"If no Opticon is published for
of 1990, it really will be
a disaster," said C.W. Post Campus Provost Doris Guidi.
the class

advocacy

groups for high school and college
publications.
"For the last 20 years, some
books have come and returned at
the same schools," Rolnicki continued, explaining that while some
schools are dropping their
books, others such as the universities of Virginia, Texas and California at Los Angeles are supporting theirs.
Even at the University of Texas,
though, the yearbook is losing
popularity, reports Robin May-hal- l,
of the Cactus.
Last year, only 15 percent of
Texas students bought the yearbook, down from a high of 28
cent in 1982.
"This is such a diverse campus,
it's impossible for one yearbook
to please everyone," said Mayhall,
who is investigating new marketing techniques to try to increase
editor-in-chi-

cannot because no one has figured
out what Christine Nastasi, editor
Opticon, has
of the 1989-199- 0
done with the book's proofs,
which should have been delivered
to the printer last fall.
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Inside Column

ression, it is a narrow vision and
a refusal to address the complex

"Whose life is it anyway?

HANS JOHNSON
Voice Viewpoints Editor

evidence before us. Unless we are willing to deal with evidence, our'
conversation will fall apart or trail off into rhetoric indefinitely.
informed consent bill that awaits hearA casual look at the
ings in Columbus is insufficient. It is long and complicated, demandlegislators from Cin
ing careful study. Knowing that two
cinnati steered its drafting may be a first alert to its intent. But if we
scrutinize the bill itself, we find even further cause for concern.
It requires the Department of Health to "publish specified materials
to be given to a pregnant woman prior to an abortion." Although it
this is unlikely
urges this data to be "objective and
Kilroy.
Edward
is
department
given that the head of the
This is the same organization whose national
Ohio
leader, John Willke has said that, "I don t think we should punish the
criminal a rapist by killing his child." Governor George Voinovich
spoke at their Columbus convention last fall. "Materials" in this instance may justifiably be read as "propoganda."
Nowhere in the bill do we hear women speaking, deciding or exer
cising control. On the contrary, it is a devious attempt to intertere
with a woman's right to choose and to have that choice protected and
non-judgmenta-

Right-to-Lif-

pro-bir- th

ce

pro-choic-

l,"

ex-Presid-

ent

e.

respected.

For this bill is not about appreciating the choices a woman must
make. Nor is it about educating all people on reproduction or offering
real alternatives to abortion. Instead it assumes that "a pregnant wom
her ams
an is not inherently capable of
hours" prior to an
body.- - Moreover, it assumes that the "twenty-fou- r
abortion is suddenly the right time for the state to preoccupy itself
with a pregnancy.
A woman might well ask. "Where was the state when I was in
school and had little information on reproduction, sex and contraception? Where was the state when I wanted a pregnancy test? Where
was the state to offer me prenatal and overall health care? And where
is the state to offer me housing, education, pediatric and child care if I
opt to take this pregnancy to term?"
hour intervention can replace a longtcrm commitNo twenty-fou- r
sex
education as well as reproductive health, and child
ment to public
care. Information and services like these may be more costly, taking
more effort to build and develop than a few "information" sheets tossed
at a woman in a time of great stress. However, such broader programs
go much farther in improving standards of living and expanding women's choices while making abortion more a necessary lasj resort than
primary alternative.
Any government that denounces abortion in the absence of these
programs is hypocritical. Any bill that commends the state to a role
policeperson only breathes down
of data camouflagcr and
women's necks.
In addition, the bill's continual use of the term "unborn child" (ten
times) clearly demonstrates its actual focus. Calling embryos and fetuses "unborn" views them as potentials rather than realities. In the
process, they become agents, somehow invested with conscious choices and suffrage, which no census or voter registration records would
support. Frequently, too, this idiom of "the unborn" yanks "the
womb" out of its context in a woman's body and thoroughly denies a
woman's voice in controlling her own body and reproduction. While
not totally pursuing this horribly misleading and repressive course, the
bill docs tend in that direction.
It is clear how this bill plays into an agenda of natal ism and restricted choice. And while the men who sponsor it urge it towards passage,
I grow more and more worried. My patience is very thin for those
who demand, over and over with scanty evidence, that I obey some
mythical constituency and hear "the screams of the unborn." Instead, I
ask that they listen to the voices of women, upraised around the world:
"Our bodies, our lives, our riehts to decide."
makmg-deeisiosrogaA-

last-minu-

te

g

opinion that Ms. Paras' morality
is her business indeed. However,
abortion is not the way to deal
with the unexpected results of such
business. If a person has taken the
initiative to have sexual intercourse, they should also accept the
responsibilities that accompany
such a decision.
Ms. Paras makes reference to adverse economic carv&nons- as a reason for
Shalsp,

This letter is in response to the
stance taken by Constance Paras in her letter to the
Voice I would like to inform Ms.
Paras that I am personally not
However,
but
the choice that I am referring to is
the choice of the fetus, not the
mother. Does the baby have a
choice too? Or is freedom of
choice limited only to the mother?
I agree with Ms. Paras that a
woman has. a right la govern her
own body. However, I do not believe that a woman or anyone else
for that matter has the right to decide what happens to someone
else's person. I am also of the
pro-choi- ce

so-call- ed

anti-choi-

Letters

V

InfofnW Diskent
If there is one hallmark of rep-

i

r

:

.

e.

-

aboj.,

reepm-rnertds.'tharpro4ier4.s-

bou

vide better living conditions. for
the baby than the mother could. I
beg to differ on this point. I do
believe that Ms. Paras is advocating absolutely no freedom of

ft

choice for the baby based on economic reasons. However, if one
individual, the mother, is allowed
the freedom of choice, based on economic reasons, should another
individual, the" baby, be denied
freedom of choice? What if the
baby chose to live despite adverse
economic conditions?
In conclusion. I would request
Ms. Paras not to become angry, as
tbi.purposeof, this letter is in no

way to advocate a totaTban on
.abortion othe death penalty for
women who use abortion. This
letter merely addresses the issue of
"Whose life is it, anyway?"
Aju Fcnn
Wooster Student

Nicholson called sexist

.vJoboz lo Jed;,
lo rrorvyj'i'12 '
'women should be judged solely by
Drew Nicholson may deny that
he is "warmonger and a racist,"f A their looks' and 'a beautiful woman
is the ideal woman.' In that it deDifferent View," April 4. 1991)but
be
an individual narrowly, reduchimself
to
fines
he proudly shows
a
Describing
ing a person to physical appearshamelessly sexist.
Canadian he met as "a beautiful ance is a repugnant act of dominawoman," "the beautiful woman," tion. When has Nicholson found it
and "this beautiful Canadian" dem- appropriate to refer to the physical
onstrates the kind of ignorance that appearance of a man? .
subjects women to sexual oppres- ... Fujthenm..fijc
sion and violenceBy noting only as Xhougjj. he expects readers to
her physical appearance, Nicholson think more h ig hly "of him because
with "a
d
makes a statement of value about he walked
says
her and women in general that

jb jftii siimow

--

--

L

hand-in-han-

.2fP

beautiful. woman," Men have to
understand that sexist attitudes as
simple as Nicholson's devalue
women as human beings. There
are important and valuable qualities in women beyond their physical attributes. As men, we must
recognize this if we value individual women as, complete human
equal counterparts in our
.m k
daily liyes...;Jvv
John McCrory
Wooster student
be-jjng- an

April 12, 1991
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Hope for the family
KITAMU BARNFIELD
Guest Columnist

middle-Americ-

The family is the most impor-

"Why should

integrity being the essential ingredients of this
family and home, and hosts of othan

When during the course of a
conversation I mention to aquain-tancthat I'm a strong supporter
of gay rights and a member of
Lambda Wooster, I never fail to
notice a certain reaction. It's a particular catching of the attention, a

ers."

es

tant and formative building block

Such a home life is not utterly
impossible to achieve. I am sure
the quality of our society is much
there are some of you who were
dependent upon the quality of our
blessed with such surroundings.
families. To claim that the socieHowever, as the statistics point
ty is in sad disarray is to posit out, many young people today are
that the family foundation is eroddeprived of such an atmosphere
ing. Well, as heart wrenching as
conducive to their personal growth
it is to admit, such is the case here and happiness. Though our reach
in America. The American family , is limited in helping those in trou- structure and strength, (for the bled homes, there is still hope.
most part), is very much in a
The hope of the American famishambles. Statistics vividly depict
ly, (and implicitly, society), is to
this negative trend on the home-fron- t:
return to the traditional values and
'
'
"
principles of 'diligence, sobriety,
births climbed to
and integrity'. I will not deny that
23 in 1986 from 18 in 1980.
in the past, the system under
The
rate among 11
which this type of structure existed
year olds in Iowa alone rose 96
was oppressive to women, yet it is
1986 to 184 in
from 94 in
my contention that is is not neces1989.
sary to "throw the baby out with
The divorce rate is atrociously
the bath water." It is possible (and
high, reaching 50 in 1990.
imperative) for us to reinroduce
Alcoholism in the family js. these beneficial basics into our
growing and continuing to cause
families for their sake as well as
problems.
that of society.
Not to mention the outstanding
When I refer to "us" I am not
rate of physical and sexual abuse speaking figuratively or in a generthat occurs in many homes.
al sense. I am referring specificalTaking a cursory look at this
ly to myself and to all who read
concern, it
immense, nation-wid- e
this article. We are this country's
on
the
that
obvious
future husbands, wives and parbecomes
defiare
families
American
whole,
ents. Therefore, the power of the
were
the
cient in the qualities that
situation is in our hands. If we
beneficial and expected attributes
forfeit or decide to stand idly by
of the family only 30 or 40 years and allow these future families of
ago. A 1974 Wooster graduate,
ours to disintegrate to the state of
disharmony that we see today, can
Glenn R. Bucher. in his book
StraightlWhitelMale
describes
you imagine what chaos would ensue? Let's make ours a better
his background as " ...a lifestyle
marked by diligence, sobriety and world.

of our communities. Therefore,

"

Out-of-wedlo-
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raising of the

".

eyebrows

sometimes dramatically obvious
and other times subtle. It is, in
short, a reaction of surprise considerably stronger than had I mentioned my opinion on some other
social issue such as affirmative action or the environment Judging
from such reactions and follow-u- p
conversations with many individuals, this surprise usually stems
from an immidiate assumption:
since I actively support gay rights,
I must be gay.
I do, but I'm not
st
Perhaps this is an easy assumpin heterosexuals
tion to make in some ways. It supporting gay rights?" you say.
goes without saying that the memAbsolutely. Homophobia can
bers of the gay rights movement
itself in any number of ways,
are usually gay, just as the chief ;and sincehomosexuals don't have
supporters of womens rights are a big 'H branded upon their foreusually women and the primary heads (at least not yet) it can harm
supporters of poverty programs are any "mis diagnosed heterosexual.
self-intere-st,

self-intere-

1-900-46-

di-pl- ay
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the poor. If one should further apply this logic however, it would
stand that since I support extensive
programs for the homeless, I must
be homeless. Likewise, since I
support abortion rights I must be a
woman. (Does this also mean my
support for strong environmental
laws indicates my being a tree?)
My point here is that support for
many issues does not nessecarily
but
preclude direct
rather a desire to fight some injustice which makes our society a
worse place to live. Although
for any
there is ample
heterosexual to support gay rights,
simple opposition to simple-minde- d
bigotry and prejudice
should inspire us all to do so regardless of our personal stake in it
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Don't believe me? Not long ago
a straight friend of mine was out
walking in my hometown with a
mutual gay aquaintance when they
where both attacked and chased by
gay-bashe-

a target to be attacked. If this
could happen to me, it could happen to any of you. What about a
boss that doesn't hire someone or
a landlord who refuses to rent to
someone and their friend of the
same sex, because "somethin
'bout 'em seems, kinda, well, you
know?" If you think this doesn't
happen, or at least can't realistically happen to you, I can assure
you from the experiences of
aquaintances that such incidents do

occur and can happen to anyone.
An open meeting will be held in
Lo wry 119 at 8 p.ra. Monday to
discuss what heterosexuals can do
for gay liberation. If you are
teres ted and agree that heterosex-isaffects us all, please attend.
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Outlawing abortion will only
endanger women's lives

Leaders accountable?
Baron dc Montesquieu (1689-175said that "There is no cruder tyranny than that which is perpetuated under the shield of law
and in the name of justice." How
sad it is that such a cruel tyranny
exists here on the College of
W cosier campus a place where
freedom of thought and social responsibility are ardently encouraged for the betterment of all citi5)

The past several months have f
i
seen rise to a new and potentialOut
ly dangerous organisation: an organization which supports the
legalization of a law which
Down
would limit a woman's right to
control her own body.
William Van Cleave
I'm still not Sure how the
position functions in the
We already have
today.
world
strong evidence supporting the fact that legal or not women will continue to have abortions when they believe it to be necessary. So. what this law will prohibit is noj an abortion; rather, such a law will prohibit
safe and loyal abortion.
In other words, instead of focusing their efforts into preventing the need for abortion, through funds for and
education concerning contraception, through assistance to women who wish to carry an infant to term, the
c
organizations struggle to prohibit women who have already made the decision
vast majority of
is unlikely to severely decrease the number of abortions; it's unlikely to
This
from having an abortion.
pt
anyihing-cxccthat it will make women who make the choice to have an abortion fear for
change much of
their lives and their sanity if they attempt to have one.
etc. I'm not sure I underarc
incorrectly assume that
stand why. No one in her or his right mind is "pro" abortion. What we must support, however, is a woman's right to control her own body, to have a safe and legal abortion upon demand. This is an option.
We arc sincerely concerned about the lives
arc not in the business of selling abortions
of women who have unwanted pregnancies.
I for one will be much more concerned for these women if abortion becomes illegal. This will not mean
claim). What it will mean is the killing
the saving of unborn children (or "little girls" as some
of women in back alley abortions; what it will mean is that women will be manipulated by underground doca price; what it will mean is that women who can afford it will
tors who will still provide abortions-f- or
abortions.
their
have
have to leave the country to
law will send those who can afford to travel to other, more libcra'tcd coWu'icswUf
An
send those who cannot underground into the streets to obtain their abortions. We have the medical means to
keep abortion safe and legal. It's a decision which is difficult to make; if a woman chooses to make the deciwould want to make it dangerous for the woman. In their desion. I cannot understand why
in the business of slaughtering women who choose to have
fense of the unborn fetus, arc

Inside

Upside

anti-choi-
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Letters

Racism at the movies
As someone very interested in
challenging racism, I am particularly upset at the Student Activi-

ties Board's programming of two
recent movies. Both "The Searchers" and "The Cod's Must Be Crazy," chosen for showing last
month, represent the basest forms
of racist portrayals. These movies
depict Native Americans and Africans as savages, too cowardly and
too stupid to abide by the ethics of
a dominant society. Moreover,
they each reinforce the myth that
it is the white supremacist culture,
whether of U.S. 'pioneers' or of
white South Africans, which is responsible for "civilizing" witless
indigenous peoples.
In the case of "The Searchers."

the publicity (fittingly placed on
T.P.) is complicity in the ignorance. What is meant by "a great
This may
old western film?"
mean "representative of a genre,"
albeit a genre glorifying land theft,
genocide and macho pride. And if

"great" is taken to suggest
"entertaining," then it is entertainment and intrigue that pats racist
hatred on the back and retards critical insight.
Regarding "The Gods." the
dubbed over words when Black Africans speak serves to deny their
humanity and to intensify an image of "the silly bushman." I
would assert that this is a movie
less about a Coke bottle and more
and
about racist
--

self-absoluti-

on

trivialization of the African National Congress (Yes, they were
totthe foolish Castro
ing machine guns and lurking in
the underbrush).
I do not mean to favor banning
or destroying these movies. Rather I ask the Board to consider why
they were selected for showing, if
their messages were antithetical to
group goals. Also I demand a more
look-alik-

es

thoughtful presentation of movies
in the publicity so that cruel prejudices not go cloaked in the guise
of acceptability. Until then, maybe
the SAB toilet paper deserves its
name.
Hans Johnson
Woostcr Student

zens.

according to her personal standards.
It is ironic that in a democratic

process a leader who pledges allegiance to personal agendas rather than organizational constituencies paradoxically suppresses the
freedoms of those she has been
elected to serve. On jhe contrary,
when a leader sacrifices personal
agendas when they conflict with
the public interest, the public is
then granted the freedom of
choice necessary for a democratic
selection process. A leader must
assume a personal responsibility
for the welfare of her constituents

The events of the past weeks involving the "Student Government
Association and the election process have called me to address the
tyranny of those who have miswhich elected her.
used their power most unfortunateBy prioritizing her personal
ly in the name of the law.
agenda above the interests of the
I am not nearly as frustrated by
the fact that my attempts to be Student Government Association
and the student body it serves,
elected as next year's President
Belmont has denied us
I
Jennifer
as
much
as
thwarted
been
have
ishas dictated our
and
choice
larger
with
the
am disheartened
which neglects
acmanner
in
a
sue of the responsibility and
countability of our leaders which the spirit of service upon which
the Student Government Assohas been so blatantly ignored.
ciation is founded. We cannot
I am delighted that the General
let our leaders remain unaccountAssembly in an emergency meet
able
to the decisions they have
a
ing on April 7 voted to overturn
in tJm pqwer wc have
Cabinet decision which rcplaceWn
&.oj.ixaj uiuu ujuui wuik..
rtacnci lunacy uu uic udnuiiiti
I understand the apathy and dis
the Committee on Elections com
gust among students fostered by
missioned by the General Assembly removed her for a violaion of the irresponsibility of some student leaders. But we cannot rethe Publicity Guidelines Article
main neglectful of our responsiII, Section 7. Some may argue
enjoyfrom
bilities,
either. We have a rearises
delight
my
that
mis-cr- y
sponsibility
to hold them acin
my
company
ing Rachel's
the decisions they
for
countable
at having been removed from
make .and seek change if we,
the ballot for the same guideline
through our laws and governviolation but it docs noL
ment, arc not being served justI sympathize with Rachel and
ly. If we cannot be responsible
am angry at the fact that we were
in the sheltered atmoscitizens
a
violation
ef
removed for the
the College of Woostcr,
phere
origiof
guideline which was drafted
can we be responsible
then,
how.
nally in the spirit of candidate
in
the
larger world where
citizens
protection from libel.
the stakes arc higher?
But I feel the larger issue of
In a memorandum to all Generconsistency and fairness is more
al Assembly members. President
important and relevant to the welBelmont stated, "Thank you
fare of the student body, and I am
again
for your concern as advoby
the
therefore deeply troubled
Jenthe student body.-- I reof
cates
decisions made by President
I cannot return the gratithat
gret
in
nifer Belmont and the Cabinet
on the same grounds
her
tude to
the last two election proceedings.
of advocacy. I can, however, enWhen asked to defend her posicourage people to call for respontion in voting to have Rachel
sibility and accountability in
Tanscy reinstated. Belmont cited
their leaders. I urge the College
parabeing
beliefs
as
her personal
Woostcr community to not
of
considermount to any procedural
passively the events of the
accept
ation of the organization. She
To do so would be
weeks.
past
said that she will do what she
which hides
the
tyranny
to accept
"fccl(s) is right for (hcr)myseir
'
behind the laws.
and will regard her "own standards
Amy Dana
above procedure." She said that
General Assembly
it was a decision between being
Representative
an "advocate" or "voting the way
I feci." and she admitted to voting
op-lio- ns

--

--

"
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SGA should be
called JBA; Jennifer

Belmont Association Petition for more complete

Usually, it is great to hear news
have any chance at all of winning?
about my alma mater. As an
According to the outcome of the
alumnus, I look forward to hearing first election, (or was it the secfrom old friends who still remain.
ond?), apparently not. Has there
I have to admit, however, that I'm
been a third or fourth election yet?
more apprehensive now about askThis is an embarrassment to the
ing what is happening at Wooster
SGA as an organization. Perhaps
for fear that someone is going to
it should be referred to as the JBA
tell me that a student leader has
(Jen Belmont Association) from
taken over everything and has
now on. Lastly, I feel for Ms. Bebanned Lowry from having steak
lmont The stupidity that she feels
night or the bagel bar. As ridicunow must take away the fun that
lously stupid as it may sound to, she should be having in her last
you. it does not even approach the .. month of t college. '."Even worse
ridiculousness of what happened in 7 ,' will be the devastating realization,
the SGA elections.
when she makes it" into the "real
How could something like that world," that she can't operate on
happen...let alone .TWICE? Why
the same principles as she did at
Wooster, because no one will allow
is the president of the SGA in
her to.
charge of monitoring the election
BillGrubb
to replace her? Does any candidate
Class of 1990
besides the one that she likes best
.

1

991 -- 92

Cabinet explains
election confusion
On behalf of the

1991-9- 2

Stu-

dent Government Association
presidency, and with the consent

of the current General Assembly,
we would like to thank the student
body for its support and patience
Student
in the recent campus-wid- e

Government elections. Voting
particularly in the March
6 election, was one of the largest
in the College history.
The current SGA Cabinet and
General Assembly would like to
apologize to the student body for
the confusion surrounding student
elections. The following is a brief
clarification of some of the events
surrounding this election, as well
as an overview of what is being
done to correct the problem.
The controversy surrounding the
March 6 election was the result of
candidate infractions along with inconsistent interpretations of election and publicity guidelines by
election officials. A committee
was created to investigate the elec
turn-ou- t,

tions and based on their findings a
second election was held April 3
for the offices of President and
'
Treasurer. Publicity was restricted
in an attempt to avoid repeating
the mistakes of the first election;
however similar problems occurred
in the second election.
As a result of the complications
in both elections, the GA deter- mined that the solution lies in
amending the SGA bylaws. Therefore, the General Assembly has appointed the 1991- - 1992 SGA President, Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Vice President for Student
Affairs and three Campus Council
members to rewrite the election
and publicity bylaws. Changes
will be made to clarify election
procedures to ensure that no misunderstandings occur in the future.
Robb DeGraw, SGA President
Mike NcTiernan.
SGA VP for Academic Affairs
Lisa Ostermueller,
SGA VP for Student Affairs

nondiscriminatory policy

Starting next, week, students
from the College of Wooster will
be collecting signatures urging the
College to adopt a more complete
clause for the
Curcommunity.
entire college
nonrently a statement . of
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation only exists in the
clause for students. If you agreee
that such a statement should also
be in place for faculty and staff
and want to take an affirmative
step for equality, please sign this
petition, which will be circulating
around campus next week.
A substantive commitment to
diversity lies at the heart of liberal
arts education. To a great degree,
the success of a liberal arts education depends upon the academic
freedom, and integrity pntseduca-tdrs- .
This sense of integrity-ou- r1
right to be whole people, to speak
openly about who we are, what
non-discriminat-

ory

we believe and how we see the
world-c- an
only flourish in an atmosphere of undepressed discourse
and freedom from retribution.
Moreover, if our goal as an institution is to engage in "the study of
human achievements in extending
the boundaries of knowledge," then
we must create and sustain an envi-

ronment for all members of our
community that does not perpetuate historical taboo or personal intolerance in regard to sexual orientation.
Instead, we must be free to learn,
teach and generate scholarship in
an atmosphere of safety, tolerance,
and appreciation protected by nondiscriminatory policies; such an
atmosphere proves healthy for all
its participants. An extension r
to faculty a. id
s'taFf demonslrales ' 'the ' College's
commitment to the sanctity of the
non-discriminat-

ion

individual and equal opportunity in

employment.

Furthermore,

schools with which Wooster is in
competition for staff, students and
faculty currently have such explicit
policies to respect and to protect
their staff and faculty from discrimination (e.g. Obcrlin and
By making an explicit
on
statement of
Dc-niso-

non-discriminat-

ion

the basis of sexual orientation
with regard to its faculty and staff,
the College of Wooster will con-tinto fulfill its expressed commitment to diversity while honoring the tradition of liberal arts education rooted in open inquiry, perue

sonal integrity and academic freedom.
look for the petiSo please
tions and encourage all friends and
colleagues to sign and support it.
V,
Kara Kaminiski1
Wooster student

Here we go again
Student Government

Association
Mission Statement

A

y

Different
View

We, the members of the Student
j
Government Association of the
College of Wooster, accept the,
responsibility to represent the
Drew
com
student bodv. We seek to
municate, mediate and work with the student body, faculty, administration, trustees and the larger community. We will accomplish our mission to the students and to ourselves by:
organization.
1) Recognizing Student Government as "an inclusive, service-minde- d
and
2) Igniting student involvement on pertinent issues,
3) Making a difference and causing change.
The only way this will be done is through a unified body which understands the importance of communication. These two traits are linked together; without the ability to understand each others' ideas one cannot
form the bond that is necessary to work together. In understanding and using this as our guide, we will work
diligently and think critically for the betterment of the campus and the community.
Student Government Association
General Assembly and Cabinet

Nicholson

There are a few words missing from the above statement. Words like favoritism, disorganization

and un

derhanded.
Did you know that there was an emergency meeting of the General Assembly and the Cabinet last Sunday?
There was a motion made to disband the SGA and send it back to its origins for reorganization. It was vot
ed down --- too bad. The SGA is good as a concept, but it lias become in reality tnc vcnicic lor power trips.
I urge Robb DeGraw to assist the SGA and the future student body in helping to fix the terrible problems
that have arisen this year.
Oh, by the way. There is going to be another election for treasurer next year. Here we go again.

-
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As a junior band member. I
can say thai the band's motios Bc
flexible" and "It never rains on the
Scot Band", were especially important on this ten day tour. Thinking back over the ten days wc
spent on tour, the one day that I
worked the hardest, yet had the
best time was on Thursday. March
14. As Ms. Diimcr says. "Work
is the price you pay for fun," and
that was certainly true that day.
The day started out in Port
Charlotte. Fonda. My two roommates. I. and two others had spent
the night with a wonderful couple
in Port Charlotte. We stayed at
their winter home, which was situated along a canal that ran behind
all of the houses in this area. Wc
had gone out on their speed boat
that evening after the concert and
were shown around the area. Just
down the canal was a new SI. 5
million dollar house being constructed. We stayed up late just
talking with our host family. As
an alumnus of the college and a
native of Lake wood, Ohio, where I
am originally from, our host
mother had a lot to reminisce
about. They were really interested
in our lives, our majors, our future plans and what it is like to
attend college right now.
In the morning, they had a
continental breakfast for us. and
watched the weather on the news
so that we knew what we were
headed for. Wc were leaving at
for the Naples. Florida
9:00
area. Wc were determined to get
beach time in. considering that it
had rained on us the day before in
They dropped
St Petersburg.
us off at the church where wc had
performed the night before, and
told us that if wc were ever in the
area again that wc should look
them up. and wished us well for
the future.
After they dropped us off, our
normal morning ritual took place
Being women, we left our luggage
by bus 1, where the women's
luggage loading crew would load
it. Meanwhile, the music stands
committee was retrieving the
stands from the church in which
we had performed the night before
and these were placed on bus 2
a-- m.

with the men's luggage. At 9:00
a.m wc left Tor the beach. It was
an uneventful drive on which wc
told our customary "Host Family
Stories." where anyone who had
an interesting story from the evening before could share it with the
rest of the bus.
At around 1O.30, we reached
the sunny Naples area. Wc were
dropped off at a central pier, and
were told to meet at the buses at
3:00. Four and a half hours at the
beach! My friends and I looked for
a spot which looked good on the
beach and I decided that I would
start soaking up some sun right
away.
By 3:00, we were tired but
feeling good having been in the
sun all day. (Wc hoped wc might
have even gotten a little sun to
prove that wc had been in the Sunshine State over break). We boarded the buses and left for Cambicr
Park Band Shell. At around 3:30
we pulled into a nice little park,
where wc would be pdrforming our
first outdoor concert that evening.
Our normal routine once again
the truck loading
began;
unloading crew went to work getting all of our equipment off of
the Ryder truck that accompanies
us. From there, the percussion
section took over their equipment
and began to set it up on the
stage. The instrument carry-i- n
committee took the instruments

A Day in

the

CHRISTOPHER MYERS

from the truck to the stage, while
the stand committee took stands to

Voice Guest Writer

committee which was
the set-u- p
beginning to think about the best
way to set up the band on the
stage. Because we were at the
band shell, the luggage unloading
t "
5 ti
crew left the luggage on the buses;
we would decide where to unload
and change into our uniforms later.
" ri
r
"
By 4:00, we were ready to rei
9
hearse
It had been a wonderfully warm
and sunny day, but as we rehearsed, the sky began to turn gray
in the West, and a cool breeze began blowing. "Don't worry," the
concert coordinator assured us, "it
4
often cools down and gets cloudy
in the evening in Florida." (And
hey. it never rains on the Scot
Band). By the lime rehearsal was
over, however, it definitely looked
like rain. We went ahead with dint
k 9
ner in the" plirOvhicB wisrprtivjd4
ed by the church which was sponsoring us. We had pizza, pop
Gordon Calhoun, Julie Blossom and Annemarie Reerink are pictured here at EPCOT Center in Walt Disney World in Florida. The
and cookies (one of our least nutriScot band headed south over spring break for their annual tour.
tious meals...), and just as we
were settling under the trees to cat,
it began to rain.
By this time, it was around
5:30 p.m., and the concert was
scheduled to begin at 7:00. Within minutes, it was absolutely
lives. In addition, Ditmer believes chorus and band would take on a
nity. .
pouring, but Ms. Dinner and the ALISSA M. KULOW
Ditmcr and Russell agree with
that tour teaches the students how rotating schedule, giving equal
concert coordinator wanted to wait Voice Guest Writer
this in that there is no better way
to be flexible and to learn how to coverage to most of the areas mensec Band: page 10
tioned.
keep other peoples needs in mind.
for a musician to learn the things
When asked, "Why do the chorThe departments of the school
Russell's feelings coincide with
trips
us and band get school-funde- d
that he or she does than on tour.
Every night there arc different atDitmer on these issues. Not only which receive the greatest benefits
each year during Spring Break?
are the students making music for from the exposure the College gets
What benefit is it to the school? " mospheres, different acoustics and
are the departments of Alumni,
their audiences, but they are spendNancy Diimcr, director of the Scot different audiences. Each audience
He
feels
Admissions and Development.
ing
time in their homes.
Band. John Russell, director of responds differently to a performthat the band and chorus are the Depending which area of the counchorus and Stanton Hales, Vice ing group, and it is quite a chaltry the groups are touring in, there
"musical ambassadors of the ColPresident of Academic Affairs had lenge for a musician to perform a
is a different focus. For example,
lege, taking their discipline and arno problem finding answers.
concert every day for a long period
tistry on the road." He also feels due to its large retirement commuThey all agree that there arc of time. A musical excellence is
that these groups are not the only nities. Florida is important for
many aspects to this issue. These gained in this manner that can be
alumni relations.
ambassadors of the College.
issues include the benefits to the achieved in no other way.
Also, as mentioned earlier, the
Benefits to the College
In addition to the musical benestudents involved, as well as the
is seen in a good light
College
there-arthe
benefit
to
benefits to the College overall.
Aside from the
fits the performers receive,
e
spend 10 days of
when
students
Rusother advantages as well. DiiBenefits to the
students. Hales, Ditmer and
on physically
spring
breaks
their
sell all agree that there is also the
mcr believes that in addition to
Performers and
draining
tours.
and emotionally
aspect of recognition that the Colgiving the group a wonderful way
Audience
lege receives. According to Hales, Many of the hosts are impressed
Stanton Hales, who works with to spend hcir spring breaks, the
sometime in the 80's, the College when they find out that no chape-ronthe directors of these organizations students benefit by meeting others
are required to travel with the
focused on the value that the tours
and travelling to other parts of the
to develop a budget each year, beorganizations of between
musical
collection
have for the College. A
lieves that the primary reason for country. Considering that most of
85
students. To this Rusof itineraries was developed, that 35 and
the chorus and band tours is that the host families the students stay
covered most of the eastern portion sell replies, "If I needed to hire
the performers in each group get with are older people, this is an
MGM
in
Studios
playthe
expand
their
audience
opportunity
of the United States as well as the chaperones I wouldn't go on tour,"
and
for
to
mouse
mickey
elderly
the
hat
and
sports
the
a
Dan Fleiscker
and this says a lot for the students
on
stops
tomidwest. These itineraries conwas
one
of
ing
experiences
by
the
performing
spend
some
Florida
for
World.
students
to
Disney
time
theme park at WaR
the
at the College of Wooster.
that
trips
Davis.)
Becky
six
by
Break,
about
(photo
sisted of
those outside the Woosicr commu
gether, learning about each others'
the Scot band tour this past Spring
m
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never rains on the Scot Band...

ALISSA M. KULOW
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and band tours?

.

es

"Good morning, sun, Good
morning, birds...." It's 6:30 a.m.
on the third day of chorus tour, and
I'm waking up in Ladue, the suburb of Sl Louis. The people we
normally stay with are rather inquisitive folks the Ma and Pa
typewho want to know the same
things: What's your major? Where
are you from? What does your father do? Do you have a criminal
record? you know the story.
But here, in this neighborhood,
the host family picks you up in
one Cadillac and drops you off in
another. Here, the stop signs are
written in calligraphy (I kid you
red
not) instead of that
and white. Here, the garbage is
collected daily, rather than weekly
(we wouldn't want the neighbors
to see. that .we actually .create trash,
you know). It's a tough life, I
suppose, but somebody has to live
it and all the better that I should
be paired up with, them, if only
for one night.
Breakfast Our host mom must
have gotten up at 4 o'clock to start
cooking, as there are pancakes,
orsausage, bacon,
muffins,
blueberry
ange juice,
fresh strawberries and kiwifruit on
the table. Perhaps Mom forgot
about the apple pie and homemade
ice cream we had at 1 1 o'clock last
night But that OK: by this
time on tour, food has become a
central theme.
Uh oh, moment of panic: I can't
remember my host family's name.
Think quickly, Christopher. Ah, a
plan! I nonchalantly pick up the
TIME magazine on the table and
y
glance at the mailing label.
yes, that's it The closest I
was getting was Squiggy. What a
relief." I just hope they didn't borrow it from a neighbor.
Off to the bus. As we drive up
to the church, Bill and Doug are
supervising the loading of the luggage. Lora is standing by the door
in her parka, trying unsuccessfully
to take attendance. Mr. Russell,
of course, has not arrived yet: he
will roll in about five minutes
from the scheduled time of departure, munching on his breakfast
but nonetheless ready to mooch off
whatever anyone else has brought
God-awf-

ul

fresh-squeez- ed

on the bus

Life (Or,

to eat
On the bus, the candy basket is
already making its first round.
The driver must think that if he
keeps something in our mouths,
we'll be quiet during the ride.
Think again. Lora says it's time
for a. buddy check. Justin, where

are you?
It is now 10:30, and the batteries in my Walkman are already
dead. I would walk up to the front
of the bus and borrow some from

Brant Allen, but Justin Boyd and
Connie Mathews ("Con," for
short) are asleep in the aisle, and I .
don't feel like climbing on the
seats to get oyer them. It's not as
if I can actually hear my Walkman anyway, since Mr. Russell
has graciously made his presence
perpetually known to the rear of
the bus. (Why do they even re- -'
serve a seat for him?)
Lunchtime.. It is neither 12
o'clock, nor 1 o'clock, but somewhere in the neighborhood of
2:30 Mr. Russell knew there
were places to eat "at the next
,

stop." Indeed, there were places' to

eat at the last stop twenty-threour bus apparently
to be exact-b- ut
only has a license to slop at one
restaurant Wendy's. I think I'll
have pickles on my chicken sandwich today. I hate to be dull.
Four o'clock: we arrive at the
church.. After waiting on the bus
for what seems like an hour, we
are relieved to see Bill returning to
tell us where to take our stuff.
Ten minutes and three flights of
stairs later, it's time for rehearsal.
Don't we know the music yet ?
e,

.

)

Church supper. Our new host
mother, a cousin of the Church
Lady, brought the
turkey
casserole, which was just a little
bit superior to her neighbor's lime
-

95-qu-

art

salad with shredded carrots.
But what is a church supper without lime Jell-O- ?
Time to get dressed for the conJell--

O

cert

The men invariably get
placed in the nursery, while the
women are assigned the Westminster Suite, where the Pope could
stay, if Presbyterians had a Pope.
But the guys don't really mind.
We get the
Sit-n-Sp- in.

Here we are again, in
a stuffy old choir room with motivational slurs scrawled across the
chalkboard and attendance records
yellowing on the wall. Suddenly,
Mr. Russell stops. "What are you
Warm-u- p.

chewing, Jasper?" he asks.
"(Gulp.) Nothing, sir," Jasper
plies. We all gross out.

re-

,

After the concert (which was
great, except for the asthmatic
woman in the third row who refused to get up and get a drink) we
go to the standard reception, where
all the alumni tell us how much
better the Chorus is now then
when they went to Woosiu . Here
we find out that Colleen and Molly Flewelling's family drove 200
miles through a raging snowstorm
just to hear us. Only in Iowa.
Following this nightly ego trip,
we are shipped off to our respective host families for some more
food. I think I'll sleep well tonight Mrs. Russell is finally
joining us tomorrow (thank
God)....
im
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Choir Director Jack Russell along with the Wooster chorus spent
their Spring Break together traveling on a bus for their annual tour.
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ARTS
Violinist, pianist, cellist
combine for faculty recital
at Northern Virginia Music Center
and has been Conccrtmaster for the
Joffrey Ballet and the Canadian

MASANKHO K. BANDA
Voice Stiff Writer

This Friday. April 12 ai 7:30

Opera.
Brian Dykstra has been a mem-

p.m.. the venue for all music
ers is Gault Recital Hall in
Scheide Music Center. Violinist
June Dc Forest and pianist Brian
Dykstra assisted by guest cellist
Daniel Morganstcrn will present a
lov-

faculty recitaL

June DcForest is the current
Drushal Distinguished Visiting
professor of Music for 1990-9A native of Pittsburgh, she studied
at the Manhattan School of Music
under renowned teacher Raphael
Bronstein. She has appeared in
the Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie
Hall, the National Gallery of Art
of Washington D.C. and in the
Continental Bank scries in Chicago.
Prior to coming to Woostcr.
served as a faculty member
1.

De-For-

est

ber of the College Of Woostcr
music department since 1969 and
is currently the chairperson of the
department. He holds D.M.A. and
M.M. degrees from the Eastman
School of Music and a BS. degree
from the Juilliard School of Music. He is also a ragtime pianist.,
has composed numerous concert
rags and made three LP recordings.
The above two faculty members
will be assisted by guest artist
Daniel Morganstcrn who is currently the principal cellist for the
Lyric Opera of Chicago and the
American Ballet Theater in New
York. Together they will perform
selections from Beethoven. Ravel.
Brahms and Serge Prokofiev, in
honor of his 1 00th birthday.
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Earth Forces comes to Underground

The Cleveland reggae band Earth Force performs at the Underground tomorrow night from 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. "Music is formless: it is the only mode left to penetrate the mind of every living soul
and every listening ear," said Ras Matunji, a member of Earth Force and executive producer of
their recordings. According to Matunji, the lyrics of Earth Forces' music include wisdom on such

Lyrics inclucL: ejeh nrts zzTW rdont know how it
"Ruling class know- - Natty dread a de boss," This
away
token,"
how
the
they've taken
happened;
is the time we must be ready and firm to give ourselves to this new day" and "We the
revolutionary lion naw lay down the march to Zion."
The admission cost is 75 cents for students. The event is sponsored by the Student Activities
Board, (photo by Rodney L Brown)

topks as sfrarvts'.'pfonrises

In

and Around Wooster

SHAWN PERRY, Voice Arts Editor

The Wooster High School Drama Club

will present
Heaven Can Wait in the high school
Harry Se gall's comedy-fantas- y
1
1
Saturday, April 13. The play
through
April
Thursday.
auditorium
both in 1942 with "Here
pictures,
has been portrayed as major motion
Comes Mr. Jordan." and in 1978 under the same name of the play
starring Warren B catty. The play's focus is on Joe Pendleton, a prize
fighter who has wrongfully been sent to Heaven, and Madame Jordan,
the doorman to the gates of Heaven. When the mistake has been
found by Mr. Jordan, he attempts to send Joe back, however Joe's body
has been cremated and he has no body to return to. When placed in
another body, his new life is presented with humorous and surprising
ordeals. The cast and crew of the play consist of W.H.S. students.
The director of the drama club is Mark Zimmerman. All performances
begin at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $4.00 for adults and S2-5-0 for students
and are available at the door. For ticket information, call Mark Zimmerman at
264-994- 8.

The Canton Ballet

will present it's Spring Season April 20 and
21 at the Palace Theater in downtown Canton. The Saturday, April
20 performance is at 8:00 p.m. and the Sunday. April 21 show is at
2:00 p.m. The production will include the Divertissement from the
Russian ballet "Paquita". In addition to this production, the ballet
troupe will also feature "Concerto in Dm," a modem piece choreographed by Mary Ciannone; "Affections." choreographed by Canton
Angelo Lemmo; and "A New
Ballet Chorcographcr-in-Residcnc- c
Path." a modern piece by Paul Abrahamson of the Pittsburgh Ballet
Theatre. Tickets arc now on sale at can be purchased at the Cultural
Center for the Arts box office. 1001 Market Ave. North in downtown
Canton or by calling 452098. Tickets are $9.00 for adults and
$6.00 for children. Group rates are available

Band: Move to rain site
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
it out and see if it would stop.
There was a site chosen in case it
should rain, but remember that we
were already set-u- p for the concert.
If we had to move to the rain site,
we would have to pack everything
the truck. Unback up and
fortunately, it continued to rain,
Ms. Ditmer gave
and around
us the word: We were moving to
our rain site.
In the next half hour, everyone
worked to get everything packed
up and loaded onto the truck. We
were chaotic but efficient! By
around 6:45, all of our equipment
had been put away and loaded and
we were on our way to the- rain
site. At 7:00, the lime the concert
was supposed to have started, we
pulled into the Naples High
'School parking loL
The audience was a little surprised to see us standing around
dripping wet when we were supposed to be performing, but they
were understanding when the announcement was made that our
re-lo- ad

6.-0-0.

-

concert would begin at 7:30. For
the second time, we began to unload and set up in the school's auditorium. We were dripping wet
and a little annoyed about the rain
that wasn't supposed to be happening, but amazingly, by 7:30, we
were ready to perform.
Now this was our sixth concert
in six days, and we were setting a
little bored with the routine. As it
turns out though, this rain incident was exactly what we needed
to put the challenge and excitement back into our performance.
Having to move everything to the
high school in the rain had gotten
our adrenaline going. The audience, one of the largest of the
tour, was amazing, and I don't
think we played a better concert in
the ten days we were traveling.
Ms. Ditmer' j motto that The
work is the price you pay for the
fun," couldn't have been more appropriate for this day. The day
was not yet over; after the performance, which was received with a
standing ovation, we had to meet
our host family. Once again.

there were five of us staying together. We met our host mother,
and once she had gathered us together, she told us that we would
have to get home quickly in order
to get the spa and pool ready!
Needless to say, this was exactly what we needed (and hoped
for!) after the day we had just had.
After we arrived at their winter
home, (in a private country club
area down the street from Mike
Ditka's winter home), they fed us
(and made us drink

Pcpsi-th- ey

had

stock in the company and stockpiled Pepsi products) and told us
about their lives, and when the spa
was warm enough, some of us
went for a swim in the pool and a
soak in the sauna. (Those of us
who went for the swim did laps
with their dog- -a purebred English
Labrador "who has better papers
than they do.") Considering the
day as a whole, primarily we had
worked hard for a wonderful performance, but we had a lot of fun.
too! And don't forgetit never
rains on the Scot Band!

April 12,
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Wharton to perform
Jr. IS recital in Gault
KATIE JONES

"Trio" under the direction of David

McGuire, the oboe instructor at

Voice Staff Writer

After countless hours of practice
and preparation, Emily Wharton
will perform her junior I.S. recital
this Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m.
in Gault Recital Hall. The performance is free to the public and all
are welcome to attend.
Wharton's recital will include
Mozart's "Sonata in D Major,
K576," a piece from Schumann's
"
"Fantasiestack, Op. 12 Nos.
and Prokofiev's Nos. 1.7,10 from
"Ten Pieces, Op. 12." Assisting
her will be Melissa Valiska Gregory on flute and Laura Grace Shou-h- a
on oboe in Gordon Jacob's
1- -4

.

the College.
A performing piano music major, Wharton has been studying piano since she was in third grade.

Presently, she is studying under
Doctor Brian Dykstra. She is a
popular accompianist for student
recitals and teaches piano as well.
Wharton also plays the french horn
and is a member of the Scot Band
and the Brass Choir.
For an afternoon of an enjoyable
music, be sure not to miss this
student recital. Laura Shouha's recital, originally scheduled for this
weekend, has been moved to next
Sajurday,'- -

-

-
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r Elmire (Cindy Totten) attempts to prove to Orgon (Ray McCall) that Tartuffe (Eric Pfeffinger) is a fraud
in Tartuffe, which opened last night in Freedlander Theatre. ( photo by Matt Dilyard.)

Tartuffe, on Wooster's
stage, leaves you in stitches

v
uloni

cohyJ .ncitcsi via

Voice Guest Writer

Moliere's Tartuffe, a French
comedy of errors opened last night
in Freedlander theatre directed by
theatre professor Anastasia Nikolo
poulou. It is the story of Tartuffe,
played to heights of hilarity by
Eric R. Pfeffingcr, a
of
extraordinary proportion who bilks
a pious man, Orgon (theatre professor Ray McCall), out of his
family fortune and in the process
attempts to seduce his benefactor's
wife, Elmire, (theatre professor
Cynthia Totten).
The production is not only a collegecommunity production, but
also Kevin Weed's Senior I.S. project in sceneography, designing
both the set and the lighting. To
Weed's credit the set is extraordinarily lavish, perfectly fitting the
period of the show. Kim Vaughn
deserves praise for his richly de
con-arti- st

Sam Simon brings comedy to Wooster
n
Sam Simon will perform at the Underground at
7:30 tonight. The admission cost is 25 cents for students. A
DJ and dancing will follow Simon's act. The event is sponsored
by the Student Activities Board.
Comic-magica-

,

railed costumes. He took great care
vilh the costumes which, combined with Weed's set, created the
.true feel of a French Salon.
The play opens as Madame

becomes hysterically complicated
with people hiding under tables,
behind doors, and in wardrobes.
The entire cast, from the leading
(Stephen G. Alexander),
roles to the silent servants, deher family for their lax morals serves a round of applause for an
and praising the virtues of the impressive and professional job on
pious, considerate, saintly, and a production in which comic timt poverty stricken Tartuffe. Although
ing is everything. The evening
he does not appear until Act III, was lopped off with presentation of
his "true" character is described by the Bill Craig Spotlight Award
the outspoken maid Dorinc, played given to professor emeritus of theby Cristina A. Trivanovich.
ater, Stan Sheets for his many
Trivanovich gave a show stopyears of work with the college
ping performance as the domineer- - community theater productions.
ing servant. Despite the pleads of Tartuffe will be appearing in FreedOrgon's wife Elmire, his hot headlander Theater both Friday, April
ed son Dam is (Gabriel Zucker), and
12, and Saturday, April 13 at 8.15
his brother-in-laCleanle, (Tim p.m. So run with a stressed friend
Russell), Orgon breaks his daughto the nearest phone and call the
ter's engagement. (Lora Koenig), to Freedlander box office at ext. 2241
her true love Valere, (Paul or get your tickets at the door.
D'Addario) to give her to Tartuffe.
General admission is $4, C.O.W.
The prevention of the wedding staff js $2, and CO. W. students
and the exposure of Tartuffe leaves
and Lil' Sibs arc free.
Per-nell- e,
be-ra- ts

"
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SAB
Friday. April 12
CAMPING TRIP: Seneca State Park, 4pm (Sign up at LC Info Desk).
COMICMAGICIAN: Sam Simon, Underground, 7:30pm, $ .25. SPRING JAM: Delta Phi Alpha Fundraiser, Underground,
BOWLING: Red Pin Special, Scot Lanes, 1 Ipm (Win freegames!).
Saturday. April 13
MARIONETTE SHOW: Rumpelstiltskin, Lowry Patio, 4pm.
MOVIE: The Little Mermaid, Mateer, 7:30 & 10pm, SI. 00.
MOONLIGHT BOWLING: LC Scot Lanes, 1
(12 price bowling & shoe rental!).
S .75 (Don't miss this hoi Reggae Band from Cleveland!).
LIVE BAND: Earth Force, Underground, 10pm-2a9--

lpm-12:30a-

m,

m

the audience in stitches as the plot

CAMPUS
CITfiO

CITGO
REPAIRSGASMOTOR OIL

10pm-2am-

.,

$1

2(S3 (D3ID8
1530 BEALL AVE
WOOSTER, OHIO
Monday-Saturda- y
7 am-- 8 pm
Sunday 10 am-6pm

.
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Prof. Molstad retires afifer 34
PUD. at the University of Wisconsin. Mary Moldstad also received a degree from Hiram.
While she specializes in American
literature. David's main focus is
on Victorian Literature. The two
of them have gone on leave together to England, mainly in the
London area. Because both Mary
and David Moldstad have separate
areas of focus, and also because
both have changing interests in
new and different areas of literature, their topics of research vary
greatly. They have studied authors
as disparate as Thoreau, James,
Pater, Arnold and Eliot.
While David Moldstad has kept
the same job for 34 years, he
doesn't consider the present college
to be the same as Wooster in
1957. "I've been at the same
place," he said. "But I've been at

AMYLAMBO
In 1957. the College of Wooster added a new member to its English Department. While most of
as view the College of Wooster as
il is, or as it has been for the past
few months or years. David
Moldstad has experienced 34 years
of a changing and growing institution of education. He has taught
Freshman Colloquium. Freshman
Seminar
Seminar and First-Yebegin
to
One
cannot
classes.
guess the number of independent
study papers this man has read. At
the end of this semesxer.'both David Moldstad and his wife Mary
Moldstad will be retiring from
Wooster's English department.
Molstad received his MA. at
Brown, his A3, at Hiram and his
ar

three different schools." Three

years
foresees many changes in the department. "Creative writing is
considered more important," be
said. "Independent studies deal
with social, gender and race issues. I expect that more English
majors will soon want to go to
graduate school, and there will be
many academic readjustments to
further accommodate those students. I think our English department is as strong as ever. I have
no fear for it"
After 34 years, David Moldstad
will be parting with many things
that have become fixed parts in his
life. "Ill miss the association '
with the students and faculty. On
campus, you're in touch with the
changing aspects of the national
mind. That's why people teach.
I'll miss that."

ry's farming of a microcosmic academic atmosphere led to much student revolt Like all other institutions during the time period,
Wooster was experiencing great
demands for reform. The religious
rules were disputed. Students
wanted a more diverse environment. The civil rights movement
and the protests against the war in
Vietnam were immediate concerns
for Wooster students and faculty.
According to Moldstad, between
that time period and now. the
mind set and atmosphere of the
school has fluctuated, making
Wooster's atmosphere one of
change and enrichment.
Academic experimentation has
become prevalent In the English
department there has been an emphasis on modern works and minority works. David Moldstad

dis-

tinctive states of mind 'have
evolved over Moldstacfs 34 years.
In 1957 the College was fairly
People went to
Presbyterian,.
chapel three days a week.
The curriculum stressed the importance of focus rather than
breadth and diversity. Only 52
courses were offered. Then President Howard Lowry arrived from
Princeton. "Most people don't
know much about him except for
Lowry Center." said Moldstad.
"He was one of the ranking Eng-

lish scholars in the U.S."
Moldstad witnessed Lowry's institution of research leaves, independent study, and liberal studies.
"He placed a distinct intellectual

stamp on the school." said
Moldstad.
However, in the 1960's, Low

Geology dept. ranks in top 1 2 of nation
Special to the Voice

The W.M. Keck Foundation has
made a grant of S750JOOO to continue the funding for the Keck
Consortium for Geology which is
composed of 12 of the nation's top
liberal arts geology.deparonents,
including Wooster. In national
rankings of liberal arts geology departments, eight of the 12 schools
rank in the top 10 institutions in
numbers of their graduates going
on to earn a doctorate in earth
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of academic programs including

Whitman and Williams Colleges
and Trinity and Washington and
Lee Universities, will be
at Beloit during the next
two years of the grant. This year
marks the third grant from Keck
for continued support of the con--"
sortium and the rotation of the ad--'
ministration of the program from
Williams to Beloit.
head-quart-
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summer field research
geology
workshops at
projects and
the various campuses. A major
goal of the Keck Consortium is to
expose undergraduates to research
endeavors as early as possible in
their academic careers.
"It is important to get science
students involved early in meaningful field studies and research
projects, so that theu will understand the relevance of what they
are learning in the classroom." said
lty-student

and Marshall. Pomona. Smith.
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The consortiura supports a range

The academic consortiura, founded in 1987 to bring together the
geology faculties, students and fa--'
cilities of Wooster, Amherst, Bel-oi- t.
Carle ton. Colorado. Franklin
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Oregon.

Mark Wilson, professor of geology and chair of Wooster's geology
department. "The strong continued
support from Keck makes this
possible for Wooster students in
ways that usually are not available
to undergraduates."

Support for the consortium

comes from the W.M. Keck Foundation, one of the nation's largest
educational grant -- making foundations. It was established in 1954
by the late William. W. Keck,
The consortium currently is' founder of the Superior Oil Comworking on a variety of projects pany. The foundation's primary
ranging from water quality studies focus is on grants to the un versifies and colleges throughout the
in Wisconsin to research on anStates, with particular emUnited
rock
crystalline
cient Precambrian
in
phasis
the fields of earth scienc.
Canada.
sturctures in Ontario.
engineering
and medical rees,
Other groups are studying recent
volcanic activity in California and search.
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SPORTS
Baseball team sweeps Denison in
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Editor

Field. The Scots led 1 early in
the game, but Walsh tied it up in
the middle innings to make the
contest interesting. Wooster's
fourth run, however, in the latter
part of the game was all that was
needed to seal it.
Consistent, strong pitching has
been the reason for the Scots recent surge, according to Pettorini.
"Pitching has been carrying us,"
he said.
Wooster leads the NCAC in
team pitching with an overall
earned niri average pf 2.93. In
Gerry Sagermarr was
nam6d NCAC pitcher of the week.
3--

What a difference a week can
make.
After having lost four of their
last five games, the College of
Wooster baseball team has crept
back into the conference race with
a vengeance thanks to an imprese
sweep of NCAC risive
val Denison last weekend.
The Scots, currently 15-- 5 overall
and 3 in the conference, defeated
the Big Red 2 and?8-- 2 jrf the first
doubleheader bii Saturday? and S-and
extra mning's'on Sunday.
Denison, which entered the
weekend with an unblemished 4-- 0
conference record, was a concern
for the Scots, but their worries did
not last long.
"Denison came in on a roll, so
we picked up the performance a
notch, said cac rvvrrv lateasi.
"We didn't a
finitfi-- i
play the way we had been and we
certainly didn't. I was very enfour-gam-

7--

5--

X

ll-l6'-

series

four-gam- e

1n

ad-ffitftfftjju-

nibr

He has a

1.42

conference-leadin- g

earned run average and has struck
out 21 batters and has allowed
only one walk in 25.1 innings.
"He just has outstanding control," Pettorini said.
Also, senior southpaw Mark
Bricker leads the NCAC with a 0
ecor&aad is ratfkStt third in ihc
onfef r$Jlith 3$9 RA. &pJ
ior Jason Weiner is 51.
The club's hitting has improved
couraged."
as well The team batting average
On Thursday, Wooster continued
has risen from .280 to .298 which
its winning streak with a 3 vicis good enough for fourth in the
tory over Walsh at' Art Murray ' conference. Senior second base-- "

"'

Junior leftfieWer Matt Burdette makes a spectacular catch in a
situation to end
against Denison last weekend. Wooster won the
the Scots' first game of the second double-headgame 1 . (photo by Matt Dilyard)
er

man Chris Bell leads the team
.
w'uh a .36 V average and 28-- runs

3--

--

in

j.

Scots now look to a idle weekend
that will give the team an oppor- -

anl j&Jbr lef&lde&M faffit$ to prac&nfe 1pT(W

Burdette is not far behind with a

But that's not all. The Scots
also top the NCAC with a .954

"Right now, we need to make a
jump and we need more practice in
order to do that," said Pettorini.
"It's good to'have some extra off

fielding average.

days."

.359 average.

...

,

:

to a sixth place in 63.2 in the 400

I

Last year it snowed and sleeted;
this year there was a temperature
high of 80 degrees and bright sunny skies at the Mount Union Invitational. Wooster's track and field
athletes took advantage pf the awesome conditions and chalked up
many season records,, in spite of
the preceeding week of hard training.
Baldwin-WallacMuskingum,
Cleveland State, Youngstown
State, Otterbein, Kenyon, Case
Western Reserve, Mount Union
and Wooster all competed in the .'.

The Scots take to the road for
the first time in weeks when they
,fe'cJciaCarron off Wednesday
at 3:30 p.m. and next

April-1- 7

weekend when they will confront a

very strong. Wittenberg club in
two doubleheaders.

With their recent success, the

Track team excels at
Mercrnr U rrfon 1 n v itational
1

d

5--

4--

SHADE WHITES EL'
Voice Sports Writer

bases-loade-

two-o- ut

--

FAR EASV AUDIO:
z 222 W.

nine seconds. They ran 4:22.2 and
finished third in the competitive

meter dash and a little later, Mar-ci- e
Hunt ran 2:32.8 in the half
mile, coming across the line in

Quality

field.
"I am very pleased with the way
the women competed,'' commented
head coach Dennis Rice. "Marya'is
starting to come along after being
out for a year and a half with inju-

Also of note was Tammy
fifth place effort of 0 in
the long jump, Nettie Link's fifth
place throw of 97-- 9 in the javelin ries and the others are running.
and Susan Louis' fifth place time Very well,"
The men also highlighted their
of 2:33.0 in the half mile. In the
1500 meter run, Beth Blakemore .competition with several great performances. Gary Dudley ran a searan 5:07 for a fourth place and
Anna Scherzer followed right bc--i son best of 57 in the 400 meter
intermediate hurdles, capturing
hind in sixth pface and 5:11.9.
The women puMogetbera team-sc- ore sixth place while also vaulting 13-- 6
ir
in the 3,000 'meter run
for a fourth place, in the pole
rli
Alaric Van Dam vaulted 11-vault.
Karen
respective places.
a season best.
won in 11:11.1, Carolyn
meet
"Alaric's starting to regain his
Kiss placed fourth in 11:53.5 and
women
Several new first-yejoined the team after Spring Break , April Heck finished in sixth with confidence .and is clearing some
heights," said Rice.
a time of 12:15.0.
and showed they belong with their
In the triple jump, Pete Houri-ga- n
relay
team,
mile
women's
The
performances. Annette
jumped a personal record with
composed of Nicole Podgorny,
Suing led off the day with her
The mile
his
effort
of
fourth place in the high jump with Shade White sel, Marya Cross and
a leap of
Midway through the
Jane Major, eclipsed their best
Track: page 16
afternoon, Clair Roberts sprinted
time during the indoor season by.
Ber-ger- "s

15-1-
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Home Speakers
McNeill
Polk Audio
Quality Autosound Systems

Quality
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Audio and Video Equipment

Fi

Yamaha

.

e,

(216)

;

.

fourth place.

Liberty St., Wooster, Ohio 44691

JVC

Hifonics

"We do our own installations."

--

Repair of all brands of stereo equipment
Complete line of audio and video accessories
'
including Maxell and TDK tapes
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non-scori-

ng
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ar

top-not- ch

42-6.7-

4-- 8.
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re-s-

ee

Far East
Hours:

off items not already discounted
with College of Wooster ID
Audio-Wher-

e

. Monday-Thursda- y

Quality Is Not Expensive
9:30AM-7:00P- M

Friday 9:30AM-9:00PSaturday 9:30AM-5:00PM
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Men's tennis crushes Earlham,
Wabash but falls to Kenyon

i

1

ft

,

STAN SMITH
Voice Spom Writer

tt

V"
.

At a certain level, tennis becomes almost entirely menial.
Serves and volleys end up taking
on less importance than confidence
and an ability to handle pressure.
Interestingly, the mental side can't
be practiced it's entirely acquired,
a result of playing matches. As
quickly, as match toughness can
come, it can go.
The Scots fresh from Hilton
Head Island were about ready to
lake on the world. The match
toughness was there. But two
weeks of straight practice (and the
loss of a few shades of tan) seemed
to dull the edge that Coaches Hay-de- n
Schilling and Nick Co well had
been sharpening. As quickly as it
can come, it can go.
A quick look at the scores from
two weekend matches in Indiana
wouldn't appear to reveal any
Fjrlhnm and Wahnsh
lrK
both went down 9-- to the Scots.
It would seem that a weekend of
snowmen and bagels where almost no Wooster player gave up a
single game would be beneficial.
But that's not the case. Nothing
is learned from such easy wins except that opposing teams can be
so bad.
The following week, a lack of

.mz-nt- al

0

Senior Andy Fox. who leads the lacrosse team with .31 assists
gets by a Buckeye defender during the Scots 13:7 loss to Ohio
State last Saturday at Cart Dale Field, (photo by Matt Dilyard)

Men's lax suffers first loss
at home
to OSU, 13--

St-Hde-

nt

Service

match play would be a big factor
against the Lords of Kenyon a
team that was sharpening its edge
by beating Obcrlin while Wooster
was practicing its serves and volleys. The Scots were 2 on the
season going into Kenyon and 3
coming out Mentally, the Lords
were too strong and the Scots fell

sure at the ricL At 4, Weaver had
the unlucky responsibility of playing the very successful Greg Gamer. He was unable to get his big
serve and volley game going and
fell to Gamer's baseline pushing
and hacking.
At 5, Hicks tried to do things
his own way and dropped the first
scl But after a stern talking to
from last year's assistant coach,
Dave Schilling, Hicks preyed
upon his opponent's weakness and
won the match taking the last
two sets. Jay Colgan had a rough
time at 6,against John Foster.
With Foster, Colgan found himself against a backboard that hits
winners and suffered his first loss

9--

9--

6-- 2.

It wasn't that anyone played that
badly in fact almost everyone
played well. At 1, Fernandez
lost a three hour marathon.
Matching Kcnyon's David Register stroke for stroke, he won the
first set but came up short in a
second set
that would
have given him the match. In the
final set. Register was too emotionally high to lose nnd Fernandez could do nothing to the contrary.
Chammy (Warren
at 2 had trouble returning
the huge lefty serve of Bill Jonas
but produced brilliant tennis to
keep himself in ihcmatch.cAer
vice break for Chammy in either
set would have produced a much
different outcome a two-sloss
win.
could have been a two-sAt 3, Rosenbaum faced an opponent who played right into his
game. Rosen-Rose- n
destroyed his
opponent in two sets with high
percentage play and constant pres
tic-bre- ak

Cham-A-Koo-

et

et

LepUb, P.O.

Box

22-25- 96.

of the year.
In doubles, Gindclc and Hicks
were losers at 3 as were Rosenbaum and Chammy at M2. Weaver
and Fernandez played excellently at
1. The duo forced their match to

n)

J
--

a third set that was suspended due
to time constraints. It was a set
that they-- had a "great fchance to
win.
Kenyon was a painful loss but
one everyone seemed to learn
from. It's most often losses that
turn the toughness on. The next
series of matches comes this
weekend at the GLCA tournament
in Indiana. It will be the test of
whether the mental side is back.

Hollywood,

Florida

33022

7,

SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

Woostcr's

Ohio State ruined Woostcr's
home opener and snapped the
e
winning streak by
Scots
posting a 13-- 7 victory Saturday afternoon at Carl Dale Field.
Wooster. which has not beaten
the Buckeyes since 1984, looked
good early, taking a 1 lead in the
first period, but Ohio State registered seven goals in the fourth period while blanking the Scots.
Wooster, however, regrouped
last Wednesday by defeating Sl
During the
Bonavcnturc. 15-game, senior Steve Davidow collected another goal to become

Andy Fox continue to lead the
way. Davidow has 25 goals' and
18 assists, while Fox has 19
31 asgoals and a
sists. In addition, sophomore
Tom Bennett has a teanviigh 28
goals, senior Chip HolcOmbc has
seven goals and three' assists,
sophomore Dave Brewster has five
goals and four assists and junior
Alan Pohorylcs has seven goals
and two assists.
The Scots return home Saturday
April 13 to host Wittenberg at
2:00 pjn.
.

six-gam-

4--

5.

leading scorer.
Individually, Davidow and senior
all-li-

me

team-leadi-
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Women's softball loses season opener
KIM WALTER
Voice Sports Writer

: .
ning.
,
...
the
Tracey Howerton was
lead
The score does not. reflect the,
true effort that was displayed. Asscorer with five runs. Jen Cle-- ;
sistant Coach Sam Tumiwa said ment scored two runs including
that there are particular areas which one which involved a steal from
need improvement "We had probthird to home. Other contribulems with pitching," he said, "but tions were made by Tiffany Lerch,
every time they hit the ball, wc Deb Gardner, Lisa Hall, Cathy
fielded it and made the play. Well Schcllhammec, Stacey Root, Kim
Walter and Lisa Jencka.
work on the pitching and
ly well win." The team practiced
Root was particularly impressed
with the turnout "Everyone was
good hitting and good base run

r,

.

"For our first game we played
really well," said sophomore Jen
Clement concerning the women's
softball club's loss to Denison this
past Saturday. Saturday marked
the women's first game. The score
was
The team, which is
composed of approximately 20
students, is coached by Ric Marti- 33-1- 3.

really spirited. It was good to
have a lot of support for the
game," she said.
Junior Tracey Howerton, who
helps with the team's organization
and also plays second base, said,
"It was a perfect day for a ball
game. I was impressed with the
fan support? The bottom line is
that wc had a really good time and
that's what club softball should be
all about"

Becky DeWine, roommate to
first base player Kim Walter,
showed up for the game. "I really
enjoyed watching the game," she
said. "It's fun to see your friends
doing something they seem to enjoy so much."
Spectator William Van Cleave
said, "At first, I just went out to
support my .friends. But I ended
up having a terrific time. I even
got some sun!"

--

Lady Scots' bad luck at Invite followed by two wins
Ken-yo- n
Helen Shepard and Liz Richards
Wooster then went into the opWoostcr watched
Voice Sports Writer
advance to the next round posite bracket to play Oberlin on a Rebecca Springer (by default).
Monday's practice got the Fightbeautiful Saturday morning. The
without them.
Woo played very well, but the 1 bad luck continued as the team ing Scots back into action, howThe Lady Scots tennis team had
loss d.idnt show the great level dropped the second tough match 2 ever, and we were ready to take on
a stroke of bad luck last Friday and
to finish the first tournament of Mt Vernon Nazarene when they
Saturday as Woostcr hosted eight of competition that was faced.
teams for the Great Lakes Colleges The single win went to the team's the year. The two wins were came on Tuesday. The Scots
Association Tournament Due to number one singles player Liz pulled out by the number one and stomped Mt Vernon 6--0 (called
because of rain) and
Richards in a tough three set two doubles players Shannon Day
rain, the first match of the tourna152
while
with
totals
finished
of
match.
played
and
indoors
was
ment

Allison Mcdowell

first-seed-

ed

8--

7--

cake-walk-

ol einnol tncilliid booukoiq Jnd

Golf team places second
in Muskingum Invitational

n

r.rm

r.-in- V

9--

2-- 6,
2--

ar

2-- 5.
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Upcoming
Events in

JB Typewriter Service

2-3:- 30

5-3- 30

8-3:- 30

SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
The Lady Scots remain on the
road this week for two North
Coast Athletic Conference games
with Oberlin (April 104:30) and
Denison (April 1311:00).
Wooster enters the week with a
2
record after defeating Earl ham
1--

(April 4) and losing to Ohio
Wesleyan 14-- 6 (April 6).
The Lady Scots are led by junior
Marth Lange who has seven goals
and one assist Junior Jen Mabie
and senior Minna Jinn are next
with six goals and th:ce assists
15-1-

ADLER
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Sports

Randy Pitts (7677) and Jeff Stupp Golf- (7877) Carded totals of 153 and
Parlor Invitational-- - 412-1- 3
155, respectively.
Tourna-ment-419-Capital-Deniso- n
"Last weekend, we finally came
The Scot golf team had their
..
best perforrnarice "of the year, plac- together as a team," said junior
ing second this past weekend at the Tim Powers, "and we hope it carMen's Tennis- Muskingum Invitational. The ries over to the Woostcr InvitaGLCA Tournament at Ken- team shot consistent rounds of 300 tional this weekend."
yon -- 412-13
"This year's golf team expresses
and 304 finishing three strokes bevs. OWU- - 416-43- 0
hind Ohio Wesleyan. Leading the extreme talent and depth which
viable
a
be
to
enable
them
could
attack
balanced
at Bowling Green-418- way for the Scots
III
p
National
Division
for
force
the
runner-umedalist Scott
was
3:00
Paul
junior
said
Championship,"
Miksch with a total of 148.
Scott's total included a tremen- Wagstaff.
Women's Tennis-vs- .
The Scots hope to continue their
dous two under par opening day
Allegheny-4- 1
score of 70" followed by a 78 on strong play this weekend when
Mt.Union-4- 1
at
the second day. Darren Schubert they host the Woostcr ParlorBank
vs. Oberlin-4- 1
(7577) and Dave Mottice (7874) One Invitational.
DAVE MOTTICE
Voice Sports Writer

ed

over Malone on Wednesday in a
shutout 0 match.
Junior Lynn McMaster is
senior Kalherine Fleming is 4,
Rebecca Springer is
and first-yeThe women's team is looking sharp and getting ready to host
a good match against Allegheny
on Friday at 3:30 p.m.

Track-a-

t

Surplus.

4

Call

is

1-900-468-2437

24 Hour Hotline
$2.83 per mln.

,

Track: Next meet against Oberlin, Hiram
COfiTINUED FROM PAGE 13
lay team of Peter Hoopes. Joel
McBumcy, Sam Dandar and Karl
Crandall also ran well, finishing
in 3:34.
Mark Marrando leaped 22-- 7 .5 in
the long jump, good for a third
place and Scou McMillcn finished

fifth in the 400 meter run with his
time of 51.6. In the 5000 meter

run, Jason Kellcy scored fifth
place in 15:52.6 while Dave
Slouffer ran 16:44. .
Adam mycrs ran 10:36 in the
steeplechase, Phil Caputo sprinted
11.6 in the 100 meter dash and

Classified

Dan Dickey ran 23.5 in the 200
meter dash.
The Scots return to action next
Friday night at Oberlin for a
with Hiram, then come back
on Saturday to compete in the
Case Invitational.
tri-mc-

ct

.

summer camp positions available
Staff Referral Services
provides a network of camps, now hiring, from "the Keys"
One application reaches all camps.
to Wisconsin-MinnesotApplications available at the student employment office or
call
200-50- 0

a.

1-800-5-

33-4645.

Sports Shorts
Auto wMattM ic:
Taking a lineup was auto
"Matt" ic for Scot baseball
coach Tim Pettorini in last
week's 2 loss to Capital.
Pettorini had four Marts in
his starting lineup: senior
Matt Sherrieb at third, junior
Matt Burdette in left field,
sophomore Matt Yates in
right, and firstyear Matt Vin-clat shortstop.

S47 347
Your typical dot matrixprinter.
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Subject to change:

Sophomore John Marci nek
has become used to change in
his brief athletic career at
Wooster. After playing full
back in his first year with the
bcot football team, lie was
moved to linebacker last fall
and finished second on the
team in tackles with 92. In
lacrosse, he started out on
defense but moved to mid- field where he has excelled in
handling Wooster's faceoffs
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pressirc )uir papers and
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Magnificent Martha:

Junior Martha Lange, who
led the Lady Scots in scoring
last season, is back on top
this year after scoring seven
goals against Earlham last
week.

Super Sagerman: Junior

Gerry Sagerman has been
named NCAC Pitcher of the
Week after defeating Denison
1
Sunday. Sagerman, a
is 2 with a
5--

cut cf a Marintosfr computer

0

right-hande- r,

CX

For further information contact Dave Waluse
in Taylor Hall, Room 311, ext 2245
99 Affit Computer, fnc Affk. At

--

Oxnpult. hie

.

conference-leadin- g

2--

1.42

earned run average and a
strikeout-to- walk ratio of
21:1.

Firstyear influence:
n
Firstyear Warren
and James Weaver
have played major roles in
the success of the Scot tennis
Cham-A-Koo-

team. Cham-A-Koo- n
is
at No. 2 singles, while
Weaver is 6-- 1 at No. 4.

6-- 1

